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You have to favor to in this make public
fictional character. This leads to serious
Coming Soon! Brand New Series by Bestselling Author Danielle Stewart.
complications for James--for if his esteemed
Author of The Bend in Redwood Road. There is a vast difference between
fellow investigator is merely a work of
having it all and being fulfilled. In the eyes of most onlookers, Carol Burgess
fiction, what does that make him? And what can
couldn’t ask for a more gratifying life. She’d climbed the corporate ladder the master storyteller do to fight against the
and taken her swipes at the glass ceiling, leaving a few cracks along the way.
sinister power -- possibly named Moriarty -When she’s finally the one in charge, she discovers change is still taboo in
that may or may not be controlling them from
the elite literary industry. Faced with the choice of keeping the status quo or
the shadows?
starting a revolution of ideas, Carol seeks out a fresh and undiscovered voice
Like those writers to whom he has been
in the writing world. Rather than searching the usual universities and
conferences, she broadens her pursuit to a less conventional hunting ground. compared--Fuentes, Garcia Marquez, James
Sending her charming assistant, Terrance, to entice her reluctant prospect, sets Joyce, and Rabelais--del Paso draws upon myth,
in motion a journey none of them expect. Marta Leduc longs to remember her science, and world literature to expand his
particular story to universal proportions.
childhood more vividly. The urge to make sense of the chaos and trauma
remains strong even after she accomplishes her lifelong goal of publishing her Telling the story of a medical medical student
novel. Generations of her family followed the same trajectory of their New
who's engaged in an incestuous affair with his
Hampshire town. They thrived on booming millwork and then, upon the
cousin, the novel satirizes advertising,
downturn, crumbled just as the uninhabited brick buildings did. When
politics, pornography, and mythology, while at
success is at her fingertips, Marta is faced with the reality that her past is always the same time celebrating the body with a
nipping at her heels. Like the lingering ache of whiplash, she understands the
thoroughness that only a student of medicine
misfortunes she’s endured will always be a part of her. Encouraged by
could manage.
Terrance, Marta begins to imagine a life she never thought possible. Carol and
If you spend half your life chasing down
Marta must unite if they intend to change “what always has been” into
“what could be.” When their fates intertwine, neither is safe from the forces vengeance, what do you do when the thing
you’re hunting turns out to be someone you
that wish to hold them back. Will sheer determination be enough to keep
love? If your sanity depends on the solace
them ahead of the next disaster? The Brave Moments Series: Book 1:
Anywhere the Weeds Grow Book 2: Anytime the Birds Fall Book 3: Any Place you’ll find in retribution, is one terrifying
the Sun Rises
discovery enough to get you to stop searching?
A tale of love and hardship set in wild and beautiful 19th century Cornwall.
Rebecca has given Devin half her heart and all
Born into a once-respectable family, circumstances have reduced Roz
her love since the moment he was arrested. Now
Trevaskis to working at the local inn. In order to pay the fines incurred
it’s up to him to decide if he’s capable of
through her alcoholic mother’s drunken behaviour, Roz has put herself in
the same dedication when new clues point to
debt to some unpleasant people, and has reluctantly turned to smuggling.
her involvement in murder. With so much on the
When her half-brother, Tom, is offered a job as an apprentice on the estate of
line can Devin sort out the chaos and stop his
the local JP, Branoc Casvellan, Roz realises this is an opportunity to dig her
tailspin before he loses everything? Can he
family out of trouble. Then Casvellan's brother catches smallpox, and it falls to
hand over all his heart and trust he’s making
Roz to nurse him – bringing her into close contact with her handsome
the right choice?
employer. But how will Casvellan – and his family – react when the truth
Works of art .... Part 4
about Roz's life comes out?
Pacific Short Story Club Magazine
The Complete Broken Mirror Series Boxed Set Book 1: The Way Down
Roark Miller protects people for a fee. A substantial one. It’s a fair exchange. Poems of Love from the Best Authors
His expertise in security for their money. Socialites. Diplomats. Famous
American Bee Journal
athletes. He doesn’t ask questions once the check clears. No matter how
The Ranch Girls and Their Heart's Desire
screwed up the job gets, it’s still less stressful than his days as a homicide
HALF MY HEART(NOVELLA) AND CHANGE MY
detective in Detroit. Roark had blurred the lines between right and wrong too
HEART(BOOK 2) OF THE CLOVER SERIES:
many times to pick up his badge again. But his past won’t stay buried for
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED SEPARATELY. BUNDLED
long. Demi Kay finds herself choking on a cloud of body spray in a bar
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. HALF MY HEART
crawling with college-aged kids. It was meant as a night of celebration but
turns quickly to a nightmare she can’t wait to escape. The only silver lining is NOVELLA: THE CLOVER SERIES At nineteen, Devin
Sutton lost his first love, his freedom, and his hope.
the attractive bodyguard who looks equally disappointed with the
establishment. Roark and Demi find they have far more in common than their Years later, the only thing he has on his mind this
mutual distain for the party scene. When Roark realizes Demi is a victim from holiday season is finally settling the score back in
a case he’d consulted on a decade ago, he knows trouble is just around the Clover, North Carolina. That is, until the girl he thought
corner. Mysterious threats turn to violence and Roark is the only thing
he’d lost forever crosses his path. Rebecca Farrus is
standing between Demi and danger. But will he be enough? Book 2: The Way supposed to be off living the life of her dreams, not
Home There are things, once put in motion, that can’t be stopped. Demi
tending bar in some dive. When faced with the choice,
has found herself on the wrong side of danger. Everything she once thought to will Devin decide to celebrate what he’s finally found or
be true is suddenly in question. Roark has never let his feelings get in the way
keep seeking retribution for everything he lost?
of his job. Protecting people requires the ability to keep his distance. Those
CHANGE MY HEART BOOK 2: THE CLOVER SERIES
rules flew out the window the moment he met Demi. Book 3: The Way Back
You really can't have it all, or so Devin Sutton is finding
Alexandria runs. She hides. She evades. The last ten years of her life have been
out fast. Returning to Clover was all part of his plan to
spent trying to survive. The best strategy was to travel alone. People were
exact revenge on the town that robbed him of nearly a
liabilities and never worth the trouble. When her sister tracks her down and
longs for a relationship, Alexandria knows it won’t end well. Especially when decade of his life. Unfortunately, things quickly begin to
danger and death lurk around every corner. Charger won’t let up. The men crumble when he's forced to choose between rekindling
who shot up his car and almost killed him have to pay for what they’ve
an old love or destroying the town. Walking the fine line
done. The more he learns the more he realizes just how despicable they are.
between both might just end up leaving him with nothing.
He planned for danger. He expected gunfire. But Charger hadn’t accounted With his heart full of vengeance is there any room for
for Alexandria and the whirlwind of drama that came with her. When there is love?
no where else to turn and no roads left to run down, Alexandria must decide if Roark Miller protects people for a fee. A substantial one.
she’ll embrace the safety of those who want to protect her, or set off on her
It’s a fair exchange. His expertise in security for their
own again.
money. Socialites. Diplomats. Famous athletes. He
New Peterson Magazine
doesn’t ask questions once the check clears. No matter
An Intimate Portrait of Henry Adams and His Friends, 1880-1918
how screwed up the job gets, it’s still less stressful than
Catalog of Copyright Entries
his days as a homicide detective in Detroit. Roark had
The Field on Oakwood Farm
blurred the lines between right and wrong too many
The Energy Codes
In 1893, Sherlock Holmes and Henry James come times to pick up his badge again. But his past won’t stay
buried for long. Demi Kay finds herself choking on a
to America together to solve the mystery of
cloud of body spray in a bar crawling with college-aged
the 1885 death of Clover Adams, wife of the
esteemed historian Henry Adams--member of the kids. It was meant as a night of celebration but turns
Adams family that has given the United States quickly to a nightmare she can’t wait to escape. The
two Presidents. Clover's suicide appears to be only silver lining is the attractive bodyguard who looks
equally disappointed with the establishment. Roark and
more than it at first seemed; the suspected
Demi find they have far more in common than their
foul play may involve matters of national
mutual distain for the party scene. When Roark realizes
importance. Holmes is currently on his Great
Demi is a victim from a case he’d consulted on a decade
Hiatus--his three-year absence after
Reichenbach Falls during which time the people ago, he knows trouble is just around the corner.
Mysterious threats turn to violence and Roark is the
of London believe him to be deceased. Holmes
only thing standing between Demi and danger. But will
has faked his own death because, through his
he be enough?
powers of ratiocination, the great detective
Marta is on the verge of a new life. Hard earned success
has come to the conclusion that he is a

The Encore Reciter

From the author of Unbreak My Heart comes a heart-wrenching story
about a young married couple's struggle to find their way back to each
other after an unbearable loss threatens to tear them apart. Nicole
Jacquelyn delivers a novel that will break your heart...in all the best ways.
Alex Evans is cool. Collected. Charismatic as hell. But when he meets
Sarai Levy, all that chill goes right out the door. An Israeli graduate
student, Sarai's far too busy with school to date. But she gives Alex a
chance anyway, and after a few whirlwind months, they're getting married.
They've heard all the reasons why it's too soon, but Alex and Sarai are
madly in love and determined to make it work . . . until a devastating
tragedy strikes and their perfect world comes crashing down. Sarai, who
always has a plan, suddenly has no blueprint for handling a staggering loss.
As she pulls away from Alex and withdraws from her life, he's struggling
to be the man she needs. Their relationship is fraying at the seams, and if
Alex and Sarai don't find a way to trust each other with their most painful
truths, their heartache could shatter their fairytale romance.
Bear shifter Clover is steaming mad and ready to be fitted with a new pair
of bear skin boots. How dare the sexy head of security for the McCoy clan
forbid her younger sister from marrying his brother? His brother knocked
the girl up and he’s going to do right by her, or her name isn’t Clover
Lulabelle Movie Star Windwalker Jones – which, unfortunately, it is. (Her
parents were hippies.) His. Clover is hotheaded, impulsive, demanding –
and she’s his. Sam McCoy knows it the second he lays eyes on her. Sure,
he’s arrested most of the members of her family at one time or another,
and now she’s blaming him for ruining her younger sister’s life – details,
right? Sam has a secret weapon – he gets her a marketing job at his
family’s jelly and jam factory, which will help her retain custody of her
brother and sisters. Late nights at the office and some sexy honey
samplings lead to even sexier times, and the possibility of a future – until
Clover’s past comes back to haunt her and threatens to tear apart the
family she’s fought to save.
Motherhood adds and subtracts at a feverish pace. More belly laughs and
moments of awe. Far less sleep and hardly any self-care. With the toddler
years in full effect, Gwen has found herself both overwhelmingly happy
and suddenly rudderless. Seeking a work/home balance proves baffling as
she watches her identity float off like pollen in a summer breeze. When a
family friend seeks out her expertise as a geneticist to solve a longforgotten cold case, Gwen feels a bit of her old self returning. Being able to
give someone their identity and provide peace for a family in turmoil is a
purpose she deeply connects to. But the situation has the potential to create
palpable danger she may not be able to avoid. Being a grandmother suits
Leslie perfectly. Lightheartedly sharing hard-won lessons and indulging
and spoiling as often as she can. She’s the keeper of the cookies and the
soothing song that magically induces sleep. However, with the promotion
to grandmother comes the uncanny ability to see and know when trouble is
brewing. The urge to protect pushes her into overbearing territory. Gwen
and Leslie must once again navigate the complexity of their relationship as
their roles continue to shift. Leaning on Griff and Mark, the women are
forced to decide if self-preservation outweighs the chance to give a longforgotten Jane Doe her identity back. And perhaps peace to her waiting
family. Book 1: The Bend in Redwood Road Book 2: The Pier at Jasmine
Lake Book 3: The Bridge in Sunset Park Book 4: The Stairs to Chapel
Creek Book 5: The Cabin on Autumn Peak Book 6: The Shore at East
Bonnet Beach
Blue Moon Shifters
Flowers in the Snow
The London Magazine, Or, Gentleman's Monthly Intelligencer
The Smart Set
The Shore at East Bonnet Beach

Includes summarized reports of many bee-keeper
associations.
Close to the Heart is a comprehensive guide that opens a
world of imaginative yet simple ways to approach personal
prayer. Breaking through boundaries and stereotypes,
best-selling author Margaret Silf shows personal prayer to
be a journey into reflective living as she invites readers to
experience prayer as a natural, organic process. Silf's
stories and suggestions, drawn from contemporary life,
are solid and practical. She explains, "This book sets the
scene for deep personal prayer by suggesting ways of
inner stillness and reflective living. It tempts the reader to
search for 'clues to the kingdom' on the sidewalks of his or
her own hometown."
Takomiad of Surazeus - Goddess of Takoma presents
125,667 lines of verse in 2,590 poems, lyrics, ballads,
sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and
epigrams written by Surazeus 1984 to 1992.
Good Housekeeping
Just for a Heartbeat
A Story of the Coast and Sea
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waits just around the next corner. But only if she’s braveand Live Your Best Life
The Imperial Dictionary of the English Language
enough to keep walking toward it. Winning the Milton
The Clover Romance Collection
Cesar Foundation for the Arts Award will launch her
career. With the spotlight turned her way, she’ll have to The Magazine of Poetry and Literary Review
face a messy past and dream of a brighter future. Carol Palinuro of Mexico
The success of solving a cold case on East Bonnet Beach
is burdened with the desire to fix what’s broken. To
catapults Gwen and Mark into the limelight. Their approach,
make room for more people in the elite foundation she
current popularity, and connections make the lure of another
currently runs. But change is hard and the people around long forgotten Jane Doe impossible to avoid. Morristown is a
her don’t share her vision. Selecting Marta as the award small farming town in Connecticut. Friendly neighbors.
recipient was a bold step. Getting everyone on board
Helping hands. Bright smiles. But for some reason, no one
seems an insurmountable task. The two must come to
seems to care at all about finding the person who murdered a
terms with their collective fears. If they plan to change stranger and buried her in their town. The reputation of a
dead man, a town hero, is more important than justice in their
anything, they must face everything. Danger included.
With Robert and Terrance by their sides, there is room eyes. An odd family vacation, Gwen and Mark load up the car
with the people they love and head to Oakwood Farm.
for hope. For possibility. Maybe even for love.
Determined to break the decades old complacency of the
All My Heart
locals, they realize quickly just how dangerous that might be.
Sweet Rendezvous
The Missing Pieces Series Book 1: The Bend in Redwood
A Magazine of Cleverness
Road Book 2: The Pier at Jasmine Lake Book 3: The Bridge
Humorous Serious and Dramatic Selections
in Sunset Park Book 4: The Stairs to Chapel Creek Book 5:
A Practical Approach to Personal Prayer
The Cabin on Autumn Peak Book 6: The Shore at East

practical, accessible exercises, including yoga,
breathwork, meditations, and Dr. Morter’s
proprietary Bio-Energetic Synchronization
Technique (BEST) protocol, The Energy Codes
“offers deep insights⋯that brilliantly merge the everblending worlds of science and spirituality to help
reveal the truth of our being and the depths of our
greatness,” (Jack Canfield, coauthor of the Chicken
Soup for the Soul series).
Gwen and Griff were supposed to be coasting
through the first year of marriage. They’d known
each other since childhood and there were no
surprises left to discover. When their plans of
growing their family take a detour, Gwen wonders if
the road they’re on will ever lead her to happiness.
Can she mourn and hope all at once? Leslie has
inched her way closer to making amends. Divorcing
her husband and blindsiding her children with a
painful, decades-old secret has left everyone in
The Five of Hearts, who first gathered in Washington in the Bonnet Beach Book 7: The Field on Oakwood Farm
tatters. One thread at a time she’s begun to sew
Gilded Age, included Henry Adams, historian and scion of
In the 1960s, Edenville, North Carolina is full of rules.
them back together. She’s pioneering new ideas in
America's first political dynasty; his wife, Clover, gifted
Sagging under the weight of racism and segregation the small
the business world. Falling in love with her old flame.
photographer and tragic victim of depression; John Hay,
community finds itself at a dangerous tipping point. Elevenambassador and secretary of state; his wife, Clara, a
year-old Betty Grafton believes the world is fair. She knows Getting to know the daughter she abandoned at birth.
Midwestern heiress; and Clarence King, pioneering geologist, there are worse places to live than Edenville. Unaware of the But her sons are still out of reach. When one needs
entrepreneur, and man of mystery. They knew every
wars waging around her, she spends her days patting horses help she finally sees hope for a future. There are no
president from Abraham Lincoln to Theodore Roosevelt and in the field and running errands for her mother. The world
perfect families. Only best laid plans and how to deal
befriended Henry James, Mark Twain, Edith Wharton, and a she doesn’t see, full of turmoil and unrest, is hiding just
with what happens when they fall apart. Book 1: The
host of other illustrious figures on both sides of the Atlantic. below the surface. One day, she has no choice but to see
The Clover Romance Collection Includes 4 length novels from what’s been right in front of her all along. Alma knows where Bend in Redwood Road Book 2: The Pier at Jasmine
the Clover Series & Over the Edge Series HALF MY HEART to walk. She knows who to talk to and which fountain she can Lake Book 3: The Bridge in Sunset Park Book 4: The
& CHANGE MY HEART At nineteen, Devin Sutton lost his
Stairs to Chapel Creek Book 5: The Cabin on Autumn
drink out of. Her mother, Winnie, spares no opportunity to
first love, his freedom, and his hope. Years later, the only
remind her how dangerous it is to be a little black girl in the Peak Book 6: The Shore at East Bonnet Beach
thing he has on his mind is finally settling the score back in
South. When a chance encounter puts Betty face to face with On her last tank of gas Elaine Mathews drives South.
Clover, North Carolina. That is, until the girl he thought he’d the peril that exists in her own hometown, everything she
lost forever crosses his path. Rebecca Farrus is supposed to knows turns upside down. The world isn’t as fair or safe as Spontaneity had never been her strength, but there
be off living the life of her dreams, not tending bar in some
she’d imagined. Her family is the Klan. Her friends are the was something about being publicly fired that had a
dive. When faced with the choice, will Devin decide to
way of changing things. An empty bank account,
enemy. And nothing makes sense anymore. Although the
celebrate what he’s finally found or keep seeking retribution world demands they stay apart, Alma and Betty forge a
broken heart, and enough humiliation to last a life
for everything he lost? With his heart full of vengeance is
secret friendship. One that could cost them their lives.
time was all Elaine could claim as her own. Her car
there any room for love? ALL MY HEART if you spend half
Every photograph was at one point a moment intended to be choked to a stop in the quiet beach town of Indigo
your life chasing down vengeance, what do you do when the remembered. Ruby Constantine works tirelessly to give old
Bay and all she could do was sit on the curb and wait
thing you’re hunting turns out to be someone you love? If
film new life, salvaging forgotten and discarded rolls. There
for the sun to set on her misery. Davis Mills has a
your sanity depends on the solace you’ll find in retribution, isis a gamble to the process; she may end up with a priceless
one terrifying discovery enough to get you to stop searching? treasure or a stack of meaningless photographs. The job
routine. Wake. Work. Eat. Sleep. Repeat. It hadn't
Rebecca has given Devin half her heart and all her love since provides a level of excitement the rest of Ruby's life lacks.
always been that way. He'd left indigo bay once and
the moment he was arrested. Now it’s up to him to decide if That is, until a particularly unique set turns out to have
returned a broken man. Now he kept his dreams
he’s capable of the same dedication when new clues point to captured a grisly crime that Ruby knows the local police on
small and his schedule tight. If there was no room in
her involvement in murder. With so much on the line can
Bolton Bluff Island off the coast of Maine are not equipped to
his life for anything new then he'd never repeat his
Devin sort out the chaos and stop his tailspin before he loses solve. Patrick Sullivan has given up his job as an
mistakes. When fate has them, quite literally
everything? Can he hand over all his heart and trust he’s
investigative reporter in Boston in order to write articles
making the right choice? FACING HOME Vitorino “Click”
colliding Elaine and Davis are faced with an
about bumble bees and pizza crusts for a tiny newspaper in
Coglinaese knows he shouldn’t feel more at home in a war
important question. Can you live a full life if you
Maine. Why? Because no one dies as a result of something
zone than he does in his own backyard. But when you earn
he’s written anymore. Though his goal is to keep his head
never take a risk? Or is life made up of every
yourself a nickname like Click, the only sound the enemy
down and mind his own business, a call from Ruby changes
hears before you strike, transitioning back to civilian life is a everything. She holds a special place in his heart and helping mistake, miracle and chance that comes with being in
love?
more insurmountable task than any combat mission. Click
is a pull he can’t resist. Success seems impossible when
knows his family is longing for the kid who left for boot camp their hunt for a killer becomes more dangerous than anything Hearts of Clover
six years ago. But that person doesn’t exist anymore. The they could have imagined. Ruby and Patrick must decide if
Anywhere the Weeds Grow
only thing strong enough to pull him back to Sturbridge,
The Broken Mirror Collection
their lives are worth more than the truth.
Tennessee is knowing one of his four sisters is in trouble.
Catalogue of Title-entries of Books and Other Articles
The Magazine of Poetry
Can Click fight his nightmares and haunting memories long
Entered in the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at
Anytime the Birds Fall
enough to save his sister? Can Jordan, the woman he loves,
help him navigate his way toward peace with his family? Or
will facing home be the one fight Click can’t win. CRASHING
DOWN Lu-Ella settles into her favorite chair at the Happy
Heart Dance Studio. Like every Tuesday night, she’s ready
to watch her sweet daughter, Rudy, have fun. The outside
world isn’t built for Rudy and her limitations, but the family
they have built at the dance studio wholeheartedly embraces
her. When tragedy strikes, Lu-Ella will find out just how hard
a mother will fight to save her child. For the first time in
Rudy's life, she realizes she can't do this on her own. Mike
isn't looking for a place to settle down. As far as he's
concerned, roots may as well be chains. Only a few months
since his last deployment, he’s settling terribly into civilian
life. No matter how hard his old friend, Click, tries, there’s
just no room in this suburban world for him.One evening
while working on repairs at the dance studio the code he
lives by is called into question. Leaving isn’t an option this
time. Because running means leaving Lu-Ella to fend for
herself . . . and there was no way in hell he’ll do that.
HALF MY HEART NOVELLA: THE CLOVER SERIES At
nineteen, Devin Sutton lost his first love, his freedom, and his
hope. Years later, the only thing he has on his mind this
holiday season is finally settling the score back in Clover,
North Carolina. That is, until the girl he thought he'd lost
forever crosses his path. Rebecca Farrus is supposed to be
off living the life of her dreams, not tending bar in some dive.
When faced with the choice, will Devin decide to celebrate
what he's finally found or keep seeking retribution for
everything he lost? CHANGE MY HEART BOOK 2: THE
CLOVER SERIES You really can't have it all, or so Devin
Sutton is finding out fast. Returning to Clover was all part of
his plan to exact revenge on the town that robbed him of
nearly a decade of his life. Unfortunately, things quickly
begin to crumble when he's forced to choose between
rekindling an old love or destroying the town. Walking the
fine line between both might just end up leaving him with
nothing. With his heart full of vengeance is there any room
for love?
The 7-Step System to Awaken Your Spirit, Heal Your Body,

Washington, Under the Copyright Law ... Wherein the
Copyright Has Been Completed by the Deposit of Two Copies
in the Office
The Way Down
Close to the Heart
Bonded Heart
My Heart Laid Bear

“For those ready and willing to build a new life, here
are the tools. Powerful, incisive, extraordinary
writing.” —Neale Donald Walsch, New York Times
bestselling author of Conversations with God
Transform your life with this bestselling,
revolutionary, and accessible seven-step
guide—grounded in energy medicine, neurobiology,
and quantum physics—to awaken your true health and
potential through energy healing. Eighteen years
ago, health pioneer and “extraordinary enlightened
visionary” (Anita Moorjani, New York Times
bestselling author) Dr. Sue Morter had a remarkable
and profound awakening. While meditating, she
spontaneously accessed an energy field—a level of
consciousness—beyond anything she had ever
imagined. This dramatic experience changed her life
and set her on a mission to discover how to create
such radical transformation for her patients.
Through years of advanced study and research in
energy healing and medicine, she developed the
Energy Codes. This life-altering program has now
enabled thousands of people around the world to
overcome pain, disease, fatigue, anxiety, and
depression, and to awaken their innate creativity,
intuition, and inner power. Bridging ancient healing
practices with cutting-edge science, The Energy
Codes offers a detailed road map to help you
experience deep healing in your life. Grounded in
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